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Introducing the stars of the hit musical SPLITSPLIT; 
Remy Wright, Sezza, and Kelliam talk exclusively 
to Vocal in a break between rehearsals. In a 
return to Broadway, SPLITSPLIT their 
hit musical is on the cards. 

These three stars are the brains behind  the 
musical, and whilst they not only starred in the 
performance, they composed all of the music by 
themselves too – all  within the span of a YEAR.

Whilst Kelliam was only a composer in the original
adaptation of the show, the NEW revamped version 
brings him centre stage between Remy’s and 
Sezza’s characters, bringing exciting new 
storylines to the theatre. Kelliam making his debut 
on the stage has stirred up some controversy 
on social media, with some doubting his ability 
to keep the original essence of SPLITSPLIT going.

  Q – WHY DID YOU DECIDE 
TO REVAMP THE MUSICAL?

 A- Well we thought it was the perfect time to 
bring it back. We all happened to finish our 
last musicals around the same time, so we 
thought it was best to bring SPLITSPLIT back with a 
bang and completely revamp the soundtrack 
and do what we truly love.  However, we were 
determined to keep  some of the original 
favourites that we know our audiences love.

 Q- HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH 
YOUR IDEAS FOR YOUR NEW SONGS?

 A- We just gathered around at Sezza’s house which 
is where we created the original soundtrack, so we 
could maintain that authenticity of the original 
rendition.  It was common for us  all to just jam out 
in the key’s and rhythms that we know work for 
SPLITSPLIT, until we find something that worked, and 
we build upon that until we get to a point where we 
can add our lyrics and incorporate it into the story.

 Q- HOW ARE YOU PLANNING ON 
SHOWCASING YOUR WORK?

 A- We hope that we can take our musical on tour 
one day. We want to be able to show the whole 
world our works, and we want to go on to reach 
new levels of success. We will be debuting our new 
rendition in a tour around Britain, encompassing 
England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, ROI, IOM, 
and the Channel Islands. Once we see a desire 
for the rest of the world to see us, we will expand 
our cast, budget, and experience, to make sure 
everyone who wants to see us, can.

 A- We want to revolutionise the whole of 
the musical theatre world, we want to make 
substantial changes to people’s opinions, taste, 
and we want to broaden the world’s horizons. 
SplitSplit people’s opinions on musical theatre, and 
change people’s mindset!

 Q- IS THERE ANYONE WE MAY KNOW 
WORKING BEHIND THE SCENES TO 
MAKE THIS HAPPEN?

 A- We have the renowned set designer Polly Po 
working with us to make SPLITSPLIT happen, she has 
made our visions come true and we can’t wait to 
show it with you!

 A- Oh! We can’t forget about the wonderful 
Marshall doing our costume designs, he also 
worked on the original rendition of SPLITSPLIT and did 
a fantastic job, and we hope to work with him 
again in the future.

Vocal will be following the tour closely, and in next 
month’s edition, we will be reviewing SPLIT’S 
opening night before the beginning of their tour! 
Tune in to next months edition for a 
chance to win TWO tickets to their 
EXCLUSIVE closing show.


